Research/Thesis writing videos

Publishing a research article

- Conceptualizing and framing a research paper for a journal Publishing a research article #1. https://youtu.be/0cTOBbxSCAw
- Understanding research article genres Publishing a research article #2. https://youtu.be/ZcwIPyG0B1k
- Writing the literature review for a journal Publishing a research article #3. https://youtu.be/1hDmKRP8WhU
- Writing the research article Publishing a research article #4. https://youtu.be/7vmmXYx-xl0
- Productive writing habits Publishing a research article #5. https://youtu.be/Q0ANGksv3sc
- Dealing with criticism Publishing a research article #6. https://youtu.be/RaO8Rzb5GFY
- Finding a journal and the publication process Publishing a research article #7. https://youtu.be/bWo6svQ1NKE
- Responding to reviewer comments Publishing a research article #8. https://youtu.be/Rb1TmaXdkd4
- Publishing in peer reviewed journals https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyipOoFxAOI
- Publishing in peer reviewed journals II https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mms3ZFlyFnw
- Publishing in peer reviewed journals III https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHGOri6RfAw

Thesis writing and motivation

- What type of writer are you? https://youtu.be/F3j_WeMsSrs
- Ten things I know to be true about thesis/research writing https://youtu.be/fa2rY2drRZw
- Thesis writing and motivation: Don’t want to do it! https://youtu.be/oAfKnaqEFNJU
- Thesis writing and motivation: Too distracted to do it! https://youtu.be/IAid_rVSC8M
- Thesis writing and motivation: Too afraid to do it! https://youtu.be/QTkARtVPu6U
- Thesis writing and motivation: Don’t know how to do it! https://youtu.be/DNtweh48F70

Writing a research proposal

- What is the purpose of a research proposal Writing a research proposal #1. https://youtu.be/4jQd-1pFWk
- What goes into a research proposal Writing a research proposal #2. https://youtu.be/SWWEWizA-XM
- Writing the literature review section in a research proposal Writing a research proposal #3. https://youtu.be/t0YWbXkgZ_s
- Writing the methods/Methodology section in a research proposal Writing a research proposal #4. Ret https://youtu.be/dvwwMsOp-FY
- Writing a research/thesis proposal https://youtu.be/AhacqWyipo
Conceptualizing research
- Research basics Conceptualizing research #1. https://youtu.be/T2oH_IRxUU4
- Conceptualizing research: Problem purpose statements and questions (PPS&Q) Conceptualizing research #2. https://youtu.be/GfuCj_usXO4
- Problem formulation and gap setting Conceptualizing research #3. https://youtu.be/tRuVumjxmPUr
- Research conceptualization technique https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0udavx9pKI

Developing writing fluency
- Productive writing habits Publishing a research article #5. https://youtu.be/QOANGksv3sc
- Writing essentials https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBMT23IVGMals

Dealing with procrastination
- Productive writing habits Publishing a research article #5. https://youtu.be/QOANGksv3sc
- Dealing with criticism Publishing a research article #6. https://youtu.be/RaO8Rzb5GFY
- Thesis Writing: PPS&Q, writing fluency and overcoming procrastination https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SFMI6gorFrl

Preparing for a thesis

Research writing and plagiarism
- What is plagiarism? Research writing and plagiarism #1 https://youtu.be/bPmDiRf4wrA
- Understanding citation practices: Research writing and plagiarism #2 https://youtu.be/OXwfNu7KHG8
- Avoiding plagiarism Research writing and plagiarism #3 https://youtu.be/ZOmuQJBYV0E
- Using sources effectively Research writing and plagiarism #4 https://youtu.be/HNfrOzTa-aY

- Avoiding plagiarism: Graduate thesis/research writing https://youtu.be/q0GMP9L9kkw

Critical reading
- Reading strategies Critical reading #1 https://youtu.be/8-wazf8Jxz0
• Integrating sources into a text (Harris’ moves) Critical reading #2
  https://youtu.be/t1qk4ouwitA
• Summarizing readings and taking notes Critical reading #3 https://youtu.be/HK6C7y942vs
• Reading to write a journal article critique Critical reading #4
  https://youtu.be/panyJK6Yji9Q

Literature reviews
• The purpose(s) of a literature review Writing literature reviews #1
  https://youtu.be/q8LO5vK4EK8
• Organizing for a literature review Writing literature reviews #2
  https://youtu.be/2oB3uJ0fhxA
• The format and language of a literature review Literature reviews #3
  https://youtu.be/IJ4i9BrXi98
• Knowledge transformation in literature reviews Literature reviews #4
  https://youtu.be/T7v2RGnoED0

Thesis/Research writing tips
• From descriptive to analytical writing Thesis writing tips #2. https://youtu.be/bTsTB_0r5-0
• From persuasive to critical writing Thesis writing tips #3. https://youtu.be/fdePijyiNFxo
• Reverse outlining Thesis writing tips #4. https://youtu.be/PO-d0Y5GidE
• Writing paragraphs Thesis writing tips #5. https://youtu.be/pTGMVSqbS0o

Writing Groups

Writing conference/abstracts
Writing powerful research paper/ conference abstracts https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-PE3pbD0fyg

Conceptual frameworks
Conceptual frameworks in a Masters or Doctoral thesis [https://youtu.be/XVUj3Xq79qU]

Revision strategies
Revision https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzj9b5iUmF8

Scholarship and originality in a thesis
Scholarship, originality and coherence in a dissertation
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uXxEeQqIXF8
Writing the chapters of a thesis
Writing the Introduction chapter to a thesis https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2oGY1c51jc
Writing the literature review chapter https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cy3GJ_k4z8
Writing the methodology chapter in a dissertation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6ZoCuzixao
Results, discussion conclusion chapters https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NK3VDvQOeul